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"QUEST" FOR THE UNUSUAL
Many Visual and Sound Techniques Used to Make
70mm Eastman Chemical Film One of Fair's Best

/~Vne of the Most unusual in-

^-' dustrial motion pictures at the

World's Fair is Quest, produced

by Filmex. Inc.. for Eastman
Chemical Products. It is one of

the first non-theatrical motion pic-

tures to be shot in 70mm film

with five-track stereo sound.

The film, which graphically de-

monstrates the basic theory of

cliemistry as well as its practical

applications by Eastman Chemi-
cal, is shown in conjunction with

dramatic displays that are inte-

grated with the movie action.

Images Surround the \'ie\ver

The purpose is to surround and

involve the audience with the film

experience—an effect heightened

by the fact that no screen is used:

the image is projected directly on

the circular wall of the Eastman

Chemical building, part of the Ko-

dak pavilion, and is 32 feet wide,

or about 20 degrees of the round

building. In addition, house light-

ing which changes to match the

background color of the film im-

parts a three-dimensional effect to

the filmed images.

A great many film-making and

sound recording techniques were

used in the production of the pic-

ture, many for the first time in

70mm format; live action, on

sound stage, location, in factory;

animation (the most animation

ever used in a 70mm production

)

both art work and photographic;

stop motion: original sequence

and stock footage.

.Another first was the use of

zooms and pans or multiplane

effects, never done before on

70mm.

Sonietln'ng New in Film Music

Highly unusual scoring and

sound effects were employed. In

addition to a symphony orchestra

and a three-piece jazz combin-

ation, the film uses five unique

instruments sculpted by Francois

Surrounding film viewers in the Eastman Chemical Product's exhibit at

the \. Y. Worltl's Fair were stereo sound, wide-screen sequences hke

these. The Filmex' produetioti "Quest" was shot in VdHini coh^r.

Bachet in glass and metal and
on formal display in a special ex-

hibition at the Louvre. Electronic

music, composed via circuitry and
tape recorders, forms part of the

score.

Part of the live action was
photographed underwater, never

before done on 70mm. A special

watertight enclosure had to be

built to house the 70mm camera

to lens this important sequence.

"One of the gratifying aspects

of making the film was being ask-

ed to produce it." says Robert

Bergmann. president of Filmex,

Inc. "Because Eastman Kodak is

closely associated with the finest

in photography equipment and

photographic technique, our very

selection was an accolade of the

highest order." •

Technique for the Budget-Minded
Fund Film Points Up Cost Advantages in Fotomation

I

A MONO THE Films being shown
^^ to World's Fair visitors on

the 236-outlet RCA television re-

ceiver network is a seven-minute

color motion picture about the

New York Herald Tribune Fresh

.\ir Fund, Give Summer To A
Child. It is sponsored as a con-

tribution to the Fund by American

Express Company.
The film is seen regularly on

the network which consists of

monitor-receivers set up in loun-

ges, executive suites and adjacent

Fresh .\ir Fund film scenes tdiove

and at right below are from public-

ittj art adapted by Animated Pro-

ductions in Fotomation tecltniquc.

to lines of people waiting to get

into crowded exhibits.

Animated Productions. Inc .

using its Fotomation process, pro-

duced the film using many diverse

pieces of material from the files

of the Fresh Air Fund, including

16mm motion picture footage,

3.'>mm slides, small snapshots,

mural-size photographs, posters,

booklets and carttxins.

The film tells about the acti\

ities of the Fresh Air Fund since

its founding in 1877. It shows

how the Fund has sent thousands

of city children annually to sum-

mer vacations at camps and near-

by friendly towns.

,\\ Stahl. producer of the film

for Anmiated Productions, faced

some unusual problems in putting

all the various pieces of material

together to make a good-looking

film that hangs together smoothly.

Because of a tight budget situ-

ation, it was necessary to do al-

most all the film-handling chores,

effects and editing in the anima-

tion camera before going to the

lab. For instance, the whole fin-

ished film was done on one piece

of film, ready for printing with-

out the use of A and B rolls.

All the sound—music, effects

and narration by CBS news com-

mentator Ken Banghart — was

completed first, and then the film

was carefully planned and shot

to' synchronize with the finished

track.

Ingeniously, pieces of existing

I6nmi footage from another

Fresh Air Fund motion picture

were used as part of the new film,

and spliced in during the middle

of dissolves so splices would not

show on the finished print. Other

dissolves were made in the ani-

mation camera.

Mr. Stahl estimates that this

method of "emergency" produc-

tion on a public service film for

an outstanding charity organiza-

tion saved over S600 of actual ex-

pense in addition to considerable

production time. •
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On New Techniques in Animation
Producer Les Novros Details His Company's Experience on Four World's Fair Projects

'T'oo OFTEN, the claim for new
-*- techniques in animation turns

out to be disappointing, either be-

cause the technique may not be
new at all or because novelty, of

itself, just isn't sufficient to rec-

ommend it.

For example, the manipulation

of frames to suggest movement
with a minimum of visual change
is as old as animation itself, yet

the phenomenon is constantly be-

ing re-"discovered.'" Computers do
not contribute anything to the ani-

mated film when they merely re-

place the assistant animator.

New experiences require new
modes of expression, but not nec-

essarily new techniques. The early

UPA films were not essentially

different technically from the Dis-

ney films, although they differed

widely in form and content.

New Forms in Our Future

On the other hand new forms

do invariably follow from techni-

cal discovery and invention. The
forms of contemporary architec-

ture, for example, derive from the

availability of materials made ac-

cessible by new industrial pro-

cesses. '"Glass alone," said Frank
Lloyd Wright, "with no help from

us (the architects) would eventu-

ally have destroyed classic archi-

tecture, root and branch."

In film, the wide screen in itself

produced nothing, whereas the

stereo-film of tomorrow, used by

film-makers aware of its expres-

sive power, will encourage—or

more

—

demand, the creation of

new forms. The present uses of

visual and acoustic elements and
their dynamic inter-relationships

that have assumed the authority of

principles, may all be incompatible

with the new technique. Content

itself may be subject to its strict

demands.

Four Films at World's F.iir

During the past year. Graphic

Films was largely involved in the

production of four films for the

New York Worid's Fair. Of these,

two use familiar techniques and the

somewhat incongenial limits of

the Cinemascope field.

A third film is a version of one

produced earlier for an Abbott

Laboratories' exhibit in Chicago:

Chemical Man. What was novel

there was the shape of the screen,

v/hich was round, and its position

—in the jloor of the theater.

We had to accommodate the

The Varied Skills for Aerospace Production

Below: Graphic Films' director Ted Purnudcc (at left) discusses du
story hoard and models for sequences in "Rendezvous in Space" film.
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design of the film to the circular

field and to a 360-degree viewing

ramp. This meant an up/ down,

right/left orientation that shifted

with each viewer. However, it was
not until we were asked to produce

the Cinerama film for the KLM
exhibit that we were confronted

with formidable problems requir-

ing novel technical solutions.

Exploring Space on a Dome

Cinerama had used a dome to

house the Boeing exhibit at the

Seattle Fair and wished to use

it again in New York. There were

two conditions: First, a greater

technical control and a greater

variety of content. From a num-
ber of themes under consideration

we finally chose to develop one

which came to be titled. To The
Moon And Beyond.

The film is. in fact, an explor-

ation of space—the vast events in

outer space and the intricate

workings of molecular and sub-

atomic space. A rough script and

the most tentative of storyboards

were developed. (A final story-

board was never produced be-

cause we could never render in

static drawings the qualities of

continuous change that we were

seeking. There were doodles, frag-

mentary pieces of action, charts,

working diagrams, abstract pat-

terns, camera tests, countless

photographs cut from magazines

and mounted on the wall in the

hope that they might suggest a clue

for the organization in a few

shots of the inexhaustible variety

of matter.)

Modified a 65mm Mitchell

Simultaneously, Lin Dunn was

modifying a 65mm Mitchell cam-

era for the project . . . one camera

which we were later to mount on

the animation rig. dismount and

remount in an airplane or a trip

for the live sequences and dis-

mount again for use on the optical

printers. These actions were not

consecutive so that the tactics of

the job. in view of a fast-approach-

ing deadline, were not the least

of the difficulties we faced every

day.

The building that housed the

exhibit—the Transportation and

Travel Pavilion—was not com-

pleted until the day before tlie

scheduled opening. So we were

never to know whether our calcu-

lations were accurate until it was

too late to make corrections.

Simulated Dome in the Studio

The best we could do was to set

up a small dome at our studio;

it had a nine-foot diameter and

was tilted on its side. The projec-

tor was used primarily to analyze



the distortions with which we
vMiuld have to cope.

The dome of the building would

measure approximately 106 linear

leet across its surface from edge

u> edge, about three times the

.:iea of any previous motion pic-

ture field. The actual film image

has a circular aperture about two

mches in diameter, twice the size

of a standard 70mni image. Only
10 circular 2-inch frames could

he exposed per second. Since the

film would be projected at 18

flames per second, we were forced

to work with ratios which, in the

live action photography, acceler-

ated normal speeds.

Had to .\\oi(l TrackiiiR Shots

This fact, the inadequacy of the

camera for tracking shots of any

kind, the lens and the shape of

the dome—all were factors in

the choice of specific content. So,

in our film, a spider may spin its

web. but no birds fly.

The 160-degree lens was de-

signed especially for the project.

The front surface measures al-

most a foot in diameter and its

weight required that it be fastened

to a large solid steel bed on which

the camera was also mounted.

The form of the film was

largely influenced by the picture

field of the dome. In the tra-

ditional film, the dimensions of

the screen furnish the coordinates

for the basic pictorial plan. The
dome effectively destroys the two-

dimensional screen surface. We
are only once removed from the

stereo-field. Objects may occupy

Moon background for the Cinerama film: llu- cU.stoilion rc(itiirid l>tj

projection on the dome wax "htiill into" the layout mui ])!iinlinii.

any place in the vaulted area, sus-

pended or moving without refer-

ence to a frame. When the dome
is filled, the viewer experiences

a space, shaped but unbound. He
is enveloped and sometimes en-

gulfed.

Picture Has Four Sequences

The content of the motion pic-

lure is roughly divided into four

sequences: 1. Prologue; 2. The
origin of galaxies and stars; 3.

Earth; and 4. Sub-microscopic

space and substance. Animation

and 3-dimensional models were

used for all sequences except the

exploration of earth.

In the representation of galactic

space, versimilitude was of pri-

mary importance. This ruled out

the use of painted representations,

in the ordinary sense: brush-

strokes and the grain of paper

magnified over 600 times would

certainly weaken the effects we
wished to create.

Astronomical photographs were

also ruled out. For one thing, the

stars recorded on photograph

plates, due to long time-exposure,

possess softening halations; when
projected on even the small dome,

it was found that great magnifi-

cation made them lose their sharp,

star-like quality and appear, in-

stead, as large, soft, blobs of light.

Giving \'iewcr Depth Feeling

Further, we wished to intensify

the viewer's experience of depth

and movement, to surround him

with stars and galactic clouds,

to enable him to perceive the rela-

tive movement of all elements in

the picture and the movement
through these elements.

Three-dimensional models of

galaxies and nebulae with sus-

pended points of light represent-

ing stars were inadequate for our

Below: this nine-foot (h>me wax comtrtictcd for ticai'ii^ dailies on

"To the Moon and Bet/ond." Les \oiros is standims at the projeelor.
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On New Techniques in Animation: These Americans Need Your Help
purpose. Bright clouds of incan-

descent gas and dark clouds of

dust had to be penetrated by the

camera. "Stage-smoke." even if its

movement and density could be

controlled, would in no way re-

semble the formations of galactic

clouds.

After a great deal of experi-

mentation, a process was devel-

oped employing special pigment

suspended in liquid, by which the

various galactic cloud and dust

formations could be duplicated

with considerable accuracy and

control. The luminosity, density

and color were regulated through

photographic processes and trans-

parent dye.

-•Vchieving Scale and Depth

The suggestion of immense
scale and depth was achieved by
plotting the relative movements of

all the component elements and

moving them, while being photo-

graphed, along an extremely fine

scale of increments, sometimes fig-

uied in thousands of an inch per

frame.

The experience of depth was in-

creased through multiple exposure

and travelling mattes. For large,

bright stars, it was necessary to use

small, intense light sources shining

directly into the camera lens. Dif-

fraction gratings were used to pro-

duce the flares.

In approaching the earth, move-

ment through cloud formations

was photographed from a spec-

ially modified aircraft. The cam-

era had to be mounted upside

down and in a manner which

would not include in the frame

parts of the aircraft itself—partic-

ularly difficult due to the wide-

angle coverage of the lens.

Visual Experience in Nature

We shot canyons in Death Val-

ley, redwoods in the California

State Park, fish underwater; we

shot a dandelion, ants in their

hole, a butterfly, an owl and a

spider. In deciding to include the

spider we reckoned without his

behavior patterns. The native spi-

der spins only in the summer
months and we were obliged to

import willing specimens from

Mexico.

Several methods were devised

t o represent sub - microscopic

space. Depth was usually sug-

gested by superiniposures of many
levels of art-work, and for some
sequences a mul'i-plane device was

constructed using large circular

panels of glass. The molecular

structures delineate a protein-

building process, slowed down
about 100 times.

A unique computer-driven de-

vice was used for part of this

sequence. It could be programmed
to follow an infinite number and

variety of eccentric movements.

By shooting through variably ar-

ranged apertures, simple geomet-

ric shapes were broken up into

myriads of projected images and.

by a repetitive process called

"stepping." evolved into intricate

and complex patterns.

-No Precedents for Reference

In reviewing the making of the

film and taking into account that

there were no precedents to which

we could refer . . . that the day
the camera came out of the shou

it went into production . . . that

there were days of equipment mis-

hap beyond our understanding . . .

that we relied almost completely

on mathematics of a sort to trans-

form distorted images into an en-

veloping visual experience . . .

we recall almost with unbelief

that day when the first audience

came into the theater, the pro-

jector switch was turned on and
the dome was filled with a great

flow of images and sound that

combined to form a unique film

experience. •

Below: one of ccl sketches made for

Alyhott Lahs "Chemical Man" exhibit.

Food for Business & Comn
Pictures on Unemployment

Two Rfxently-Released mo-

tion pictures offer many dis-

cussion points for business, indus-

trial, education and community
leaders working to improve em-

ployment and living conditions.

The Newcomers, a 25-minute

black & white fUm. was produced

by The Methodist Church, which

is ;dso one of seven denominations

in the National Council of Church-

es sponsoring The Captive, an

Edinburgh Festival entry (black

& white, 28'/2 minutes).

The Captive documents poverty

in West Virginia. Herb Honaker.

33, an unemployed coal miner

"The Captive" takes the viewer into

the life of one utiemi>lotjed man . . .

with a wife and three small cfiil-

dren. tries to find "some kind of

substantial work to do."

Herb's conversations with his

wife and neighbors are recorded

"just as they happened."

Getting Rapport With Herb . . .

The producer-director. William

C. Jersey, of Quest Productions,

was asked how he established rap-

port with Herb. He credited Herb's

confidence in his neighbor. Rev.

Jack Weller, the narrator. Mr. Jer-

sey said. "You have to respect the

people and the situation before you
can ask them to be themselves."

Throughout production. Jersey

worked with Re\ . Dr. Henry .A.

McCanna, Executive Director of

the Department of the Church in

Town and Country of the National

Council of Churches, which in

March 1962 undertook a film to

point out the extent and effect of

poverty. esf)ecially poverty of the

spirit. It is intended to help stimu-

late discussion of steps toward

elimination of poverty. Dr. Mc-
Canna's discussion guide is pro-

vided w ith The Captive.

-\ Stimulus to Government

To Dr. McCanna. C. B. GiUi-

land. Executive Secretary of the

Advisory Committee on Rural

46

nunity Discussion in Two
and the Migrant Worker

.^reas Development of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, wrote,

"The Captive, with its human
interest stor>', has stimulated much
poignant thought and discussion

among Federal people as to just

how the government programs can

assist the people in most need.

The job of motivation will be one

of our greatest challenges." ±
Problems of "The Newcomers" S
The Newcomer.': shows Appala-

chian families who have migrated

to Cincinnati and the inner-city

church workers who do their ut-

most to help the migrants find

jobs, decent housing and the com-

panionship of people from "back

home."
A former coal miner. Curtis

Ayres. and his wife and five chil-

dren, the Burton family who are

"bulldozed" by slum clearance

projects, and numerous newcomer
children and teenagers are be-

friended by Mrs. Worley of State

Avenue Church. Bill Nelson of

Hmanuel Community Center, and

the Rev. Robert Sinks.

How Communities Can Help

Staff members' remarks and the

narration were scripted by the di-

rector. George C. Stoney, "by re-

writing material I gathered in tap-

ed interviews." As the church per-

sonnel demonstrate practical guid-

ance, they indicate additional help

needed from the community. Eight

steps for helping newcomers are

suggested in the discussion guide.

Under the supervision of Dr.

Philip C. Edwards. Director of the

Department of City Work in The
Methodist Church. The Newcom-
er.s was produced to guide groups

exploring the 1963-64 Mission

Theme. "The Changing City Chal-

lenges the Church."

Job Corps Using Both Films

One indication of the usefulness

of The .\'ewcotners and The Cap-

live throughout community and

nation is the fact that both are

used in staff training by the Job

Corps, part of the Office of Eco-

nomic Opportunity.

The Newcomer.'i may be purch-

ased from A-V Services, The
Methodist Board of Missions: The
Captive . from the Broadcasting

and Film Commission, National

Council of Churches. Both are at

475 Riverside Drive, New York.

N.Y. 10027. The price of each

film is $140 00. •

MORE FILM NEWS ON PAGE 50
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